
Introduction

The Library Opportunity Fund is a grant program developed by Kelvin Smith Library and the Arts & Sciences Library Advisory Committee. The program awards funding to faculty to acquire interdisciplinary or specialized resources which will enhance the library’s current collecting, as well as foster collaboration between faculty and librarians.

In the first round of funding in 2002-2003, the University Library, joined by the College of Arts and Sciences, invested more than $75,000 in special resources for fifteen faculty members. These items included books, journals, manuals, newspapers, a play script and other resources to support faculty in English, Religion, Modern Languages, Music, History, Classics, Anthropology and Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, among others. Subsequent years have been equally successful and the grant program continues to foster library collections built by close cooperation between librarians and faculty.

The Library Opportunity Fund addresses recommendations from the Case Faculty Senate Library Committee report *Faculty Priorities for University Libraries* regarding building and strengthening library collections. Improving acquisitions was also one of the principal requests in a recent LIBQUAL+ customer service survey of library patrons conducted by the University Library.

Winning faculty and librarians along with all who submitted proposals are honored at a luncheon, during which a selection of materials from each proposal is displayed or demonstrated.


**Anthropology:**

Additional materials in the area of Anthropology to supplement the library’s book approval plan.................... Elsie Finley - p. 4

**Art History and Art:**

Materials to strengthen the collection in the area of American Art ................ Henry Adam and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill – p.4

**Art History and Art:**

Books to support the pre-Architecture program within the department of Art History and Art ........ Sally Levin and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill – p. 6

**Chemical Engineering:**

Additional materials to continue the early growth of Case’s nanotechnology library resources ........ R. Mohan Sankaran and Brian C. Gray – p. 9

**Classics:**

Thesaurus Linguae Graecae ................ Paul Iverson, Martin Helzle and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill – p. 10

**Cognitive Science:**

Development of the current cognitive science collection by adding retrospective and current research titles .........................Earnestine Adeyemon – p. 11
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science:
   Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology ............ Christian A. Zorman and Brian C. Gray – p. 12

English:
   The seeding of the Siegel and Shuster Archive,
   the first library collection dedicated to Superman studies ............ Brad Ricca and Sue Hanson – p. 12

History:
   Reference Resources in the History of Science .................... Alan J. Rocke and Mark A. Eddy – p. 13

Macromolecular Science & Engineering:
   Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology .............. David A. Schiraldi and Brian C. Gray – p. 14

Materials Science & Engineering:
   Database of Titanium Properties (CD ROM) ....................... Gerhard E. Welsch and Brian C. Gray – p. 14

Materials Science & Engineering:
   Alloy Phase Diagrams Center (Online) ......................... Gerhard E. Welsch and Brian C. Gray – p. 15

Mathematics:
   Materials to support mathematical biology .................... Peter J. Thomas and Brian C. Gray – p. 15

Modern Languages and Literature:
   Materials to support Russian language study ............ Tatiana Zilotina and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill – p. 16

Modern Languages and Literature & Theater and Dance:
   Creation a small media collection
   in French classical theater ............................ Christine Cano, John Orlock, and Arlene Sievers-Hill – p. 19

Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center:
   Development of resources for the CWRU community and its newly opened
   Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center ........................ Kathleen R. Rosen, Kathy Cole-Kelly, and E. Gail Reese – p. 20

Music:
   Facsimile Manuscript Scores of Works by J.S. Bach ............ Peter Bennett and Stephen Toombs – p. 22

Music:

Psychology:
   Additional materials in the area of Psychology
   to supplement the library's book approval plan .................. Elsie Finley – p. 27

Religious Studies:
   Materials to strengthen research capabilities for new teaching
   and research positions in Judaic Studies ........................ Peter Haas and Sharon Gravius – p. 28

Religious Studies:
   Materials to strengthen acquisitions
   in the field of Religious Studies ............................ Peter Haas and Sharon Gravius, p. 30

Social and Behavioral Sciences:
   Additional materials in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
   to supplement the library's book approval plan .................. Elsie Finley and Mark Eddy – p. 31
Sociology:
   Expansion to the library's holdings in the area of children's and young people's rights works ............. Brian Gran, Elsie Finley, Mark Eddy, and Karen Thornton, - p. 32

Sociology:
   Additional materials in the area of Sociology to supplement the library's book approval plan...........................................Elsie Finley – p. 34

WSOM: Accountancy
   Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS)
   Board Analyst Corporate Governance dataset ........ Larry Parker, Julia Grant and Catherine Wells – p. 36

WSOM: Information Systems
   ComputerWire IT Services Contracts Database .... Kalle Lyytinen, Catherine Wells and Pankaj Nagpal – p. 36

WSOM:
   Monographs to Support WSOM ......................... Detelina Marinova and Catherine Wells – p. 37

WSOM:
   ProQuest Historic Annual Reports database ......................... Gary Previts and Catherine Wells – p. 41
Library Opportunity Grants, 2006-2007: Grant Proposals

**Anthropology — Librarian: Elsie Finley, Collection Manager, Anthropology, Kelvin Smith Library**

**LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT – 2007: ANTHROPOLOGY**
Compiled by Elsie Finley, 2/27/07

**PURPOSE:** The Library's approval plan, because of limited funds, does not bring in as many current anthropology books that are needed to support the teaching and research needs of the Anthropology Department's faculty and students. The video and books on the attached list will improve the collection.

**TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED: $944.00**

**ANTHROPOLOGY LIST – 2007 LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT**

**VIDEO**
- A Caterpillar Moon. BBC Active – $383 (estimated price)

**BOOKS**
- American is Indian Country. Edited by Jose Barreiro and Tim Johnson. Fulcrum Publ., 2005 – $17.00
- Anthropology: the Basics, by Peter Metcalf. Routledge, 2005 – $88.00
- Feeding the Gods, Memories of Food and Culture in Bengal, by Chitra Banerji. Seagull Books, 2006 – $22.00
- The Sharaafnama: Or, The History of the Kurdish Nation, 1597. Mazda Pubs. 2005 – $49.00
- Space and Spatial Analysis in Archaeology. Univ. of New Mexico Press, 2006 – $60.00

---

**Art History and Art — Faculty: Henry Adam, Art History; Librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill, Collection Manager, Art History, Kelvin Smith Library**

February 28, 2007

Library Opportunity Grant

Henry Adam/Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill

There is increasing emphasis in the art history program on American art at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. The art history department and students are focusing their research and teaching needs generally toward Kelvin Smith Library more than ever before.

Henry Adams is attempting to build up a first rate program centered on American art. He is a renowned authority on American art and is drawing art history graduate students to participate in a concentration in American art. He has worked closely with the art history librarian continually to increase the viability of our collection. American art is a big field, and our collection while supportive at this time neglected this area to a great extent in the past. A grant to do retrospective collection development will aid in the reinvigoration of this collection for use by students and scholars.
American Art


The Orientalists: Western artists in Arabia, the Sahara Persia & India by Kristian Davies. Laynfaroh, 2005. $70

American paintings XII by Bruce Weber Berry-Hill Galleries, 2005. $50


American beauty: paintings from the Detroit Institute of Arts 1770-1920 by Graham William John Beal Scala, 2002. $25


Fine American art from 1845 to 1960 Spanierman Gallery, 2005. $30


The poetic vision: American tonalism by Ralph Sessions. Spanierman Gallery, 2005. $30

The spirit of America: American art from 1829 to 1970 Spanierman Gallery, 2002. $30


Born of fire: the valley of work: industrial scenes of Southwestern Pennsylvania by Barbara L. Jones Westmoreland Museum of Art, 2006. $38

Tempests and romantic visionaries: images of storms in European and American art. Curator and editor Hardy S. George. Oklahoma City Museum of Art, 2006.$35

The social and the real: political art of the 1930s in the western hemisphere. Edited by Alejandro Anreus. Pennsylvania State University Press, 2006. $50

American art and architecture by Michael J. Lewis. Thames & Hudson, 2006. $19


Temple of invention: history of a national landmark by Charles J. Robertson. Smithsonian Art Museum/National Portrait Galley in association with Scala, 2006. $70

On the shoulders of ancestors: the art of Willis Bing Davis by Willis Bing Davis. EbonNia Gallery, 2006. $35

American artists in the Brooklyn Museum: artists born by 1876 by Teresa A. Carbone, Brooklyn Museum, 2006. $50

At home with art: paintings in American interiors 1780-1920. by Teresa A. Carbone Katonah Museum of Art, 1995 $14


The essential Edward Hopper by Justin Spring. Abrams, $35

George Bellows and urban America. Yale University Press, 1992 $45

Georgia O’Keefe: a portrait by Alfred Stieglitz, by Maria Hambourg. Yale University Press 2000 $38
Intimate landscapes: the canyon suite of Georgia O’Keefe by Dana Self. Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art/St. Martin’s, 1997 $19

In the American Grain: Arthur Dove, Marsden Hartley, John Marin, Georgia O’Keefe and Alfred Stieglitz. Counterpoint. 1995 $50


The John Marin collection at the Colby College Museum of Art. Colby College Museum of Art, 2003 $30


Weathering the storm: inside Winslow Homer’s gulf stream. University Of Georgia Press, 2004 $25


The revenge of Thomas Eakins. By Sidney D. Kirkpatrick. Yale University Press, 2006, $40

Childe Hassam: American impressionist by H. Barbara Weinberg. Yale University Press 2004 $50

Childe Hassam’s New York by Susan Ilene Fort. Pomegranate Art Books $25

John Singer Sargent by H. Barbara Weinberg. Rizzoli, 1994 $50

America: the new world in 19th century painting. Edited by Stephan Koja. Prestel 1999 $60

Great expectations: John Singer Sargent painting children. Brooklyn Museum/Bullfinch, 2004 $40


Dallas Museum of Art/University of Washington Press, 1986 $70

Eve’s daughter/Modern woman: a mural by Mary Cassatt by Sally Webster University of Illinois Press, 2004 $35

Mary Cassatt: impressionist at home by Barbara Stern Shapiro Universe 1998 $20

Beauty and the butterfly: Whistler's depictions of women, pastels, etchings and lithographs Hunterian Art Gallery 2003 $20

Whistler and Holland by Jan Frederik Heijbroek, University of Washington Press, 1997 $40

Whistler and his circle in Venice. Merrell/Corcoran Gallery of Art 2003, $40


American art in the Columbus Museum: painting, sculpture and decorative arts, edited by Charles T. Butler. Columbus Georgia Museum 2003 $50


Coming of age: American art, 1850s to 1950s by William C. Agee. Yale University Press, 2006. $50

The George Washington collection: fine and decorative arts at Mount Vernon. Hudson Hills Press, 2006 $60


Syncopated rhythms: 20th-century African American art from the George and Joyce Wein collection. By Patricia Hills Boston University Art Gallery 2005 $25


Winslow Homer: an American vision. By Randall C. Griffin, Phaidon 2006 $70

Art History and Art — Faculty: Sally Levin, Art History and Art; Librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill, Collection Manager, Art History, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant

Books to support the pre-Architecture program within the department of Art History and Art
The Department of Art History and Art supports a major in pre-architecture for undergraduate students. This is an area where the CMA Ingalls library does not act as a resource. This has been a neglected area for collection development, particularly in keeping up with modern architects. The chair of Art History, Charles Bouroughs, is emphasizing and working with this program to heighten its visibility. Art history students are increasingly interested in architecture as a subject, both on the undergraduate and graduate degree levels. This selection of works on important new architects and trends would direct new collection efforts and form a base for a working pre-architecture collection.

Titles: 82

Cost: $3965

Sally Levin and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill

Titles:

**Santiago Calatrava**
- Calatrava Bridges by Alexander Tzonis. Thames & Hudson, 2005 $16
- Santiago Calatrava by Philip Jodido Tashcen Books, 2001. $15
- Movement, structure and the work of Santiago Calatrava, Birkhauser, 1995. $70
- Santiago Calatrava: secret sketchbook. Moncelli Press $40
- Santiago Calatrava: the complete works. Rizzoli, 2004 $75
- Santiago Calatrava's creative process. Vols. 1-2 Birkhauser/Chronicle $165

**Maya Lin**
- Maya Lin by Bettina Ling. Raintree-Steck Vaughn, 1997 $27
- Timetable: Maya Lin by Maya Ying Lin. Iris & B. Gerald Cantor Center for Visual Arts 2002 $25
- A personal journey with Maya Lin, artist and Architect Films Media Group Book with DVD $80
- Maya Lin: public, private. Organized by Sarah J Rogers. Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio State University, 1994 $77

**Ricardo Legorreta**

**Zaha Hadid**
- A day with Zaha Hadid Michael Blackwood Productions [DVD] 2005 $67
- Architecture in Wolfsburg: from Alvar Aalto to Zaha Hadid by Christiane Borgelt. Stadtwandel, 2005 $50
- Women and architecture: public space, public work, producer Amanda Willett. [DVD] Films for the Humanities and Sciences, 2003. $130
- Architecture of Zaha Hadid in photographs, by Helene Binet. L. Muller, 2000 $65
- Contemporary Cincinnati: Campaign for a new Contemporary Arts Center, Contemporary Arts Center, 1999. $30

**Steven Holl**
- Experiments in porosity. Edited by Brian Carter. School of architecture and planning, University at Buffalo, 2005. $50
Steven Holl. Edited by Francesco Garofalo. Universe, 2003. $30
Steven Holl: idea and phenomena by Steven Holl, Lars Muller, 2002. $50
Steven Holl: written in water. Concept Steven Holl L. Muller, 2002. $40
Rick Joy: Desert Works forward by Steven Holl Chronicle Books 2002 $40
Christian de Portzemparc
Christian de Portzemparc: genealogy of forms. By Christian de Portzemparc, Dis Voir, 1996. $50
Christian de Portzemparc by Gilles de Burre. Terrain, 2003. $75
Merill Elam and Mack Scogin
Billie Tsien and Tod Williams
Map 5: Tod Williams Billie Tsien. University of Michigan School of Architecture and Urban Planning $17
Work/life by Tod Williams, Billie Tsien. Monacelli Pr $60
21st Century Architecture
21st century hotel by Graham Vickers Abbeville Press, 2006. $65
Alfonso Mercurio: research form technology. L’Arca Edizioni, 2004. $50
Architects today. By Kester Rattenbury. Laurence King, 2006. $20
Architecture: nature by Philip Jodido. Prestel 2006. $65
Building change: architecture, politics and cultural agency by Lisa Findlay. Routledge, 2005. $53
Buildings for tomorrow: architecture that changed our world. Thames & Hudson, 2006. $20
Cultural Buildings. Schuco International KG, 2006. $50
Groundscapes: the rediscovery of he ground in contemporary architecture by Ilka and Andreas Ruby. G. Gilli, 2006. $35
Innovation: from experimentation to realization edited by Alexandra and Andreas Papadakis. Papadakis Publisher, 2006. $30
Materials for design by Victoria Ballard Bell. Princeton Architectural Press, 2006. $50
Nederlandse architecten 7 – 7 Dutch architects: documentation of recently executed projects of Dutch architects. BIS, 2005. $100
Roto works: stillpoints by Michael Rotondi. Rizzoli, 2006. $65
Sensing the 21st century city: close-up and remote edited by Brian McGrath. Wiley-Academy, 2005. $45
The Stirling Prize: ten years of architecture and innovation. Merrell, 2006. $60
Theoretical anxiety and design strategies in the work of eight contemporary architects. By Rafael Moneo. MIT Press, 2004. $40
Theories and manifestoes of contemporary architecture by Charles Jencks. Wiley-Academy, 2006. $25
Time-based architecture by Bernard Leupen. 010 Publishers, 2005. $25
Today's culture facilities. By Carles Broto. Links, 2006. $45
UN studio: design models, architecture, urbanism, infrastructure. By Ben van Berkel. Thames & Hudson, 2006. $75
Unseen I slipped away by Maurice No. 010 Publishers, 2004. $40
Art, invention, house. By Michael Webb. Rizzoli, 2005. $75
Mathias Klotz: architecture and projects with an essay by Miguel Adria. Electaarchitecture, 2006. $70

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2007
Faculty: R. Mohan Sankaran, Assistant Professor, Chemical Engineering
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Chemical Engineering is the hot interdisciplinary field right now. Government and corporate sponsored funding are targeting this field at a high rate. Researchers from a variety of science and engineering specialties at Case are exploring nanotechnology for solutions in electronics, materials, medicine, pharmacology, chemical production, and many others uses.

We propose the following items be added to the Kelvin Smith Library collection to continue the early growth of Case's nanotechnology library resources.

Total Requested: $ 3729

Bio-MEMS: technologies and applications

BioMEMS

Biomolecular computation for bionanotechnology

Chemistry of carbon nanotubes, v.1-3

Introduction to biomaterials

Microbial bionanotechnology: biological self-assembly systems and biopolymer-based nanostructures
Molecular and nano electronics: analysis, design and simulation

Nano composite structures and dispersions: science and nanotechnology—fundamental principles and colloidal particles.

Nanomaterials: design and simulation

Nanomaterials: from research to applications

Nanomaterials for biosensors

Nanomaterials for cancer diagnosis

Polymeric Nanostructures and Their Applications

Polymers for regenerative medicine

Real-time biomolecular simulations: the behavior of biological macromolecules from a cellular systems perspective

Classics — Faculty: Paul Iverson, Martin Helzle, Classics; Librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill, Collection Manager, Classics, Kelvin Smith Library

February 28, 2007

Library Opportunity Grant
Paul Iverson, Martin Helzle and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill

Thesaurus Linguae Graecae
Faculty and students in the Classics department have been severely hampered in their research and teaching by the lack of the most important database relating to Greek language and literature, This is the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae,

The Thesaurus Linguae Graecae is a research center at the University of California Irvine. Founded in 1972 it has collected and digitized most literary texts written in Greek from Homer to the fall of Byzantium in AD 2453. Its goal is to creat a comprehensive digital library of Greek literature from antiquity to the present era.

The online web version provides access to 3, 700 authors and 12,000 works, approximately 95 million words. It is updated quarterly with new authors and works.

Although this is a serial publication it can be purchased as a five year site license for up to 3 simultaneous users. This means it doesn't need to be treated a serial until after the fifth year by which time we may seek other funding.

________________________________________________________________________

Titles: 1 = 12,000 titles
Cost $1,500 five year site license for up to 3 simultaneous users.

Cognitive Science — Librarian: Earnestine Adeyemon, Collection Manager, Cognitive Science, Kelvin Smith Library

Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Proposal
Cognitive Science Collection
Applicant: Earnestine Adeyemon, Collection Manager, Cognitive Science
Objective: To further develop the current cognitive science collection by adding retrospective and current research titles.

  3. (KSL title)
  4. Language and meaning in cognitive science: cognitive issues and semantic theory / edited with an introduction by Josefa Toribio and Andy Clark
- Cognitive Science: An Introduction to Mind and Brain Daniel Kolak ... [et al.]. Publisher info New York ; London : Routledge, 2006. Author: Kolak, Daniel et al. Publisher: Routledge . $90.00. 0-415-22100-5
- Naturalizing Phenomenology: Issues In Contemporary Phenomenology and Cognitive Science. Jean Petitot (Editor), Francisco J. Varela (Editor), Bernard Pachoud (Editor), Jean-Michel Roy (Editor), Publication Date: January 1999. Publisher: Stanford Univ Pr. ISBN-10: 0804736103. List Price: $32.95


Total   $1,836.00

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2007

Faculty: Christian A. Zorman, Associate Professor, Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Nanotechnology is currently one of the “hot” interdisciplinary research topic areas in nearly all fields of science, technology, and medicine. Faculty, researchers and students at Case are working hard to establish a leadership position in this research area; unfortunately, some of the major information resources that are critically important for such an endeavor are not found in Case's library system. One such resource is the *Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology*. As the pioneering encyclopedia in the fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology, the *Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology* contains contributions from over 1000 scientists in over 400 chapters. The scope of the encyclopedia is too lengthy to list here but covers key “nanocentric” topics in the fields of materials science, biomedical engineering, nanomedicine, nanoelectronics, nanomechanics, nanosensors and many more. In addition to serving as a principal source of information for researchers interested in nanoscience and nanotechnology, the *Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology* will undoubtedly prove to be valuable for courses that focus on topics covered by the encyclopedia. One such course is EECS/EMAE 424: “Introduction to Nanotechnology”. Co-developed by Prof. Zorman (EECS) and Prof. Alexis Abramson (EMAE), this interdisciplinary graduate-level survey course is designed to cover a broad range of topics that form the basis of nanotechnology. The *Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology* would prove an ideal supplemental resource for this course.

Total Requested: $6992

  Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
  2004 ca. 10,000 pages, Hardcover
  10-volume set
  US $6992.00

Proposed location: KSL Core Reference

English — Faculty: Brad Ricca, English; Librarian: Sue Hanson, Special Collections, Kelvin Smith Library

2007 Library Opportunity Grant Proposal

Submitted by: Brad Ricca, English; Sue Hanson, Special Collections

Proposal:

During the Depression, a mile from KSL, Joe Shuster and Jerry Siegel created Superman, the world's most popular fictional character. The goal of this proposal is to seed The Siegel and Shuster Archive, the first library collection dedicated to Superman studies.
Proposed Acquisitions:
The personal notes of artist Joe Shuster, including his notebook, correspondence, newspaper clippings, an unpublished script, signed comics, and other rare items.

The only authorized copy of the recently-discovered home movies of writer Jerry Siegel.

Both items are of high interest to comics scholars and of significant historical value. While the city of Cleveland has done nothing to preserve its Superman heritage, KSL can, with these items, position itself as the world’s foremost Superman repository in the growing field of graphic fiction scholarship.

Budget:

**Shuster papers:** $1000
**Siegel movies:** $500

*Both lots available from private sellers; contact information will be provided.

Uses of Materials:
- USSY 275: American Comics Symbolism will make extensive use of these items in research and in projects with the Freedman Center.
- CIA/Art students interested in Shuster (who attended CIA).
- A possible CWRU conference for the upcoming 70th and 75th anniversaries of Superman.
- Weatherhead and law students studying copyright and contract law.
- My own book project on Superman will analyze these materials to determine their significance.
- These artifacts will appreciate greatly with age, making them a sound investment for the library.

---

**History — Faculty: Alan J. Rocke, Department of History; Librarian: Mark A Eddy, Subject Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library**

Faculty: Alan J. Rocke – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2007 LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROPOSAL

REFERENCE RESOURCES IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE

SUBMITTED BY: Alan J. Rocke, Department of History, and Mark A Eddy, Subject Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

PROPOSAL: The Program in the History of Science, Technology, Environment, and Medicine in the Department of History will soon expand to include a new faculty member. This will entail new undergraduate and graduate course offerings. In anticipation of these changes to the curriculum, it is proposed that the Kelvin Smith Library enhance the current history of science and technology reference collection with additional materials. The monographs and e-books listed below have been identified as important reference sources in the history of science and technology. These sources would add breadth and depth to our research library reference collection.

**BUDGET: $2145.90**

**TITLE LIST:**

- A century of Nobel Prize recipients: chemistry, physics, and medicine, edited by Francis Leroy, New York: Marcel Dekker, 2003, $169.95 (also an e-book)
- A guide to the archives and manuscripts of the Royal Society, by Keith Moore, London: Royal Society, 1995, $112.00
- A to Z of biologists, by Lisa Yount, New York: Facts on File, 2003, $45.00
- A to Z of chemists, by Elizabeth H. Oakes, New York: Facts on File, 2002, $45.00
- A to Z of computer scientists, by Harry Henderson, New York: Facts on File, 2003, $45.00
- A to Z of physicists, by Darryl J. Leiter and Sharon Leiter, New York: Facts on File, 2003, $45.00
- International women in science: a biographical dictionary to 1950, by Catharine M.C. Haines and Helen M. Stevens, Santa Barbara:
ABC-CLIO, 2001, $105.00 (also an e-book)
Milestones in computer science and information technology, by Edwin D. Reilly, Westport: Greenwood, 2003, $76.95
Notable Black American scientists, by Kristine M. Krapp, Detroit: Gale Research, 1999, $142.00
The philosophy of science: an encyclopedia, edited by Sahotra Sarkar and Jessica Pfiefer, New York: Routledge, 2006, (2 volumes) $395.00
TOTAL: $2145.90

February 28, 2007

Macromolecular Science & Engineering — David A. Schiraldi, Associate Professor, Macromolecular Science & Engineering; Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2007

Faculty: David A. Schiraldi, Associate Professor, Macromolecular Science & Engineering
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

The Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology may be the leading encyclopedic reference for chemists, material/polymer scientists, and engineers. It contains over 1000 articles covering topics like “chemical substances, properties, manufacturing, and uses; on industrial processes, unit operations in chemical engineering; and on fundamentals and scientific subjects related to the field”.

This classic encyclopedia is of significant value to undergraduate and graduate students, and will be used in courses ranging from SAGES USSO 228 “Our Plastic World”, to EMAC 378/478 “Polymer Design Project”. Faculty and graduate students will also find the Kirk-Othmer of great value in developing research and grant proposals, as the articles, written by industry experts, provide a rapid and well-referenced education on a diverse group of topics of current interest. The nature of benefit to students is both from the immediate knowledge gained when using Kirk-Othmer, but also in gaining familiarity in its use – this is a standard source that effective industrial scientists and engineers use after graduation.

Total Requested: $8370 ($6750 through March 31st – Brian Gray has a special order form with this reduced price)

  - 27 Volume Set
  - 22950 pages

Proposed location: KSL Core Reference

Materials Science & Engineering — Faculty: Gerhard E. Welsch, Professor, Materials Science & Engineering; Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2007

Faculty: Gerhard E. Welsch, Professor, Materials Science & Engineering
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Case Western Reserve University has several researchers who might work with titanium alloys in their research or who need information on the selection and treatment of alloys for certain applications and performance requirements.
The Database of Titanium Properties is a subset of the popular ASM handbook covering specifically the properties of titanium alloys. In CD-ROM format, it offers several advantages over the print publication, including a format for easy searching, sorting, and retrieval of the important data concerning these alloys. This reference source presents numeric values for the physical and mechanical properties of approximately 60 different commercially important titanium alloys.

We propose adding this electronic format in order to improve how our faculty and students use titanium data in their research.

Total Requested: $239

Database of Titanium Properties (CD ROM) http://www.asminternational.org/Template.cfm?Section=ShopASM&NavMenuID=18&Template=Ecommerce/ProductDisplay.cfm&Productid=10335

Materials Science & Engineering — Faculty: Gerhard E. Welsch, Professor, Materials Science & Engineering; Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2007
Faculty: Gerhard E. Welsch, Professor, Materials Science & Engineering
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Many researchers at Case Western Reserve University work with materials in one form or another. The materials encompass virtually all elements of the periodic table. Phase diagrams provide maps of phases and structures that occur in individual elements as well as in combinations of two or more elements, i.e. alloys, compounds and composites. They provide invaluable information to anyone who synthesizes, modifies or just uses materials at different temperatures, pressures and environments.

ASM International produces a new online resource, called the Alloy Phase Diagrams Center. The APD product is the definitive Web-based source for binary and ternary alloy phase diagrams. In its initial release, the Alloy Phase Diagrams Center will feature 8,000 binary diagrams, essentially complete coverage of binary systems, and 2,000 ternary diagrams. The collection will grow to include 10,000 binary diagrams and more than 20,000 ternary diagrams with planned updates over the first three years. Annual updates will continue in subsequent years. The diagrams are organized into data sheets that include metadata describing the phase diagram’s unique features, related crystallographic data, and its source in the literature. Users are able to access the database through an interface that facilitates the organization, display, searching and linking of the data sheets. Having immediate desktop access to peer reviewed phase diagrams is a tremendous asset for laboratories, universities and corporations.

Total Requested: $8000*

Alloy Phase Diagrams Center
http://www.asminternational.org/asmenterprise/apd/default.aspx

* This price represents a special one time offer for only Case Western Reserve University. When Brian contacted ASM, the service was offered at the price of $1800 per year, so it was not eligible for the KSL Opportunity Grants. When the details of this Opportunity Grant program were described, Denise Smith at ASM was impressed on how KSL offered faculty a chance to get involved. She contacted Brian later in the day with an $8000 one-time price that includes perpetual IP access for the entire campus. It is based on the purchase price of all the print books used to collect the data for this online resource. Brian has the contact information and license to proceed, if this proposal is granted.

Mathematics — Peter J. Thomas, Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2007
Faculty: Peter J. Thomas, Assistant Professor, Mathematics
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Peter Thomas is a new mathematics faculty member with secondary appointments in biology and cognitive science. His research areas are very
interdisciplinary: computational neuroscience, mathematical biology, systems biology, and computational cell biology. He has identified several monographs lacking from our collection that would be critical for teaching or research in mathematical biology.

Dr. Thomas's research focuses on mathematical models for communication and control in biological systems including neural networks and biochemical signal transduction networks. He uses mathematical and computational tools from dynamical systems, stochastic processes and information theory to study problems ranging from gradient sensing in single celled organisms to the reliability of nerve cells.

We suggest the following items be purchased by the Kelvin Smith Library to support instruction and research in this field.

**Total Requested: $1167.58**


- **Murray, J. D. (James Dickson)** Mathematical biology (Interdisciplinary applied mathematics, v.18) Springer Verlag. 0387952284. 9780387952284. 3E. R2-357546. 2001. US. USD79.95


- **Allen, Linda J. S.** An introduction to stochastic processes with applications to biology Prentice-Hall Europe. 0130352187. 9780130352187. 2007. US. USD123.00


- **Izhikevich, Eugene M.** Dynamical systems in neuroscience: the geometry of excitability and bursting (Computational neuroscience) MIT Press. 0262090430. 9780262090438. R9-591270. 2007. US. USD60.00


**Modern Languages and Literature — Faculty: Tatiana Zilotina, Modern Languages and Literature; Librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill Collection Manager, Modern Languages and Literature, Kelvin Smith Library**

February 27, 2007

Library Opportunity Grant

Tatiana Zilotina and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill

There is a need for books on Russian language, literature, cultural and social history materials to support Russian language study. There is a
greater emphasis on all language studies on the social and cultural context. The program at Case continues to expand and materials are needed to support the growth. The books will be used primarily to support undergraduate studies, but will be useful to students of Russian history and Russian concentration in other subjects on all levels.

The purpose of this proposal is to enlarge the collection of Russian materials at Kelvin Smith Library, which is a neglected area. These materials will be used by students for their research and learning projects. There is an active Russian Language Conversation group attended by those studying Russian and those wishing to keep their language skills sharp. These materials would benefit them as well.

Total request: 83 titles

$4943

Russian Social and Cultural Studies

Titles:

Encyclopedia of contemporary Russian Culture edited by Tatiana Smorodinskaya. Routledge 2007 $225

Sacred Studies: religion and spirituality in modern Russian edited by Mark D. Steinberg. Indiana University Press 2007 $75

Russian culture in Uzbekistan: one language in the middle of nowhere by David MacFadyen Routledge 2006 $120


Five operas and a symphony: word and music in Russian culture by Boris Gasporov Yale University Press 2005 $48


Koktebel by Slyzhba Kinematografii Ministerstva Kultyury RF [video] 2003 $200


Moscow and Petersburg: the city in Russian culture edited by In K Lilly Astra. 2002 $50

Russian culture on the threshold of a new century. Edited by Tetsuo Mochizuki. Slavic Research Center Hokkaido University, 2001 $100

The art of the Russian north. By Anne Odom Hillwood Museum & Gardens, 2001 $18


The new Russia: readings on Russian culture by Nijole White. Bristol Classical Press, 2000 $50

A history of Russia by Nicholas V. Risanovsky. Oxford University Press, 2000 $34

Eros and pornography in Russian culture edited by M. Levitt. Ladomir, 1999. $25

The face of Russia: anguish, aspiration and achievement in Russian culture by James H. Billington. TV Books 1999 $16

Ritualized violence Russian style: the duel in Russian culture and literature by Irina Reyfman. Stanford University Press, 1999. $55

A history of Russian theatre edited by Robert Leach Cambridge University Press, 1999 $100

The reception of Byzantine culture in Mediaeval culture by Francis J. Thomson. Ashgate, 1999. $123

Russian culture by George Kalbouss. Simon and Schuster Custom Pub. 1998. $120


Russia Transformed by Dmitry Mikheyev. Hudson Institute, 1996. $13

Moscow: a cultural history. By Caroline Brooke. Oxford University Press 2006. $60


All the clean ones are married: and other everyday calamities in Moscow. By Lori Ciylo.Academy Press, 2001. $24


What became of Peters dream? Court culture in the reign of Nicholas II by Anne Odom Hillwood Museum and Gardens, 2003. $25

Patronage, personal networks and the party-state: everyday life in the cultural sphere in communist Russia and East Central Europe.
NTNU 2004. $50
The red pencil: artists, scholars and censors in the USSR edited by Marianna Tax Choldin. Unwin Hyman 1989. $40
The dictionary of Russia: 2500 cultural terms by V.V. Kabachi. Soyuz, 2002. $100
Land of the firebird: the beauty of old Russia by Suzanne Massie. HeartTree Press 2004. $32
Art in the Cold War: from Vladivostok to Kalamazoo, 1945-1962, Herbert 1990 $30
Models of self: Russian women's autobiographical texts edited by Marianne Lijestrom. Aleksanteri Institute, 2000. $27
Byzantine-Rus-Russia: studies in the translation of Christian culture. Ashgate/Variorum 2002. $50
Roots of Russia: paving the way edited by N. Maslova Nova Science Publishers 1995. $75
Russia's Plato: Plato and the platonic tradition in Russian education, science and ideology (1840-1930) by Frances Nethercott. Ashgate, 2000. $85
The fall of an empire, the birth of a nation: national identities in Russia by Chris J. Chulos. Ashgate, 2000. $95
The extreme nationalist threat in Russia: the growing influence of Western rightist ideas. By Thomas Parland Routledge/Curzon, 2005. $135
Ethnicity and nationalism in Russia, the CIS and the Baltic states edited by Christopher Williams. Ashgate 1999. $110
National self-images and regional identities in Russia by Bo Peterson. Ashgate 2001. $75
Russia by Vera Tolz. Oxford University Pess. 2001. $26
Storm over Asia [DVD] Potomok Chingis-Khana Image Entertainment 1999. $150
Between heaven and Hell: the myth of Siberia in Russian culture by Galya Diment. St. Martin's Press, $60
The rise of the Russian novel: carnival stylization, and mockery of the West by David Gasperetti Northern Illinois University Press 1998 $32
The literature of roguery inseventeenth- and eighteenth-century Russia By Marcia A. Morris Northern Illinois University Press, 2000. $80
Waiting for Pushkin: Russian fiction in the reign of Alexander I (1801-1825) bt Alessandra Tosi. Rodopi, 2006 $111
The Routledge companion to Russian literature edited by Neil Cornwell Routledge, 2001 $30
Vicissitudes of genre inth Russian novel: Turgenev's "Fathers and Sons" Chernyshevsky's "What is to be done?", Dostoevsky's "Demon's", Gorky's "Mother." By Russell scott Valentino. Peter Lang, 2001 $54
The twentieth century Russian novel: an introduction, by David Gillespie, Berg, 1996.$39
Modern Languages and Literature & Theater and Dance — Faculty: Christine Cano, Modern Languages And Literatures; John Orlock, Department Of Theater And Dance; Subject Librarian: Arlene Sievers, Collection Manager, Modern Languages and Literature & Theater and Dance, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Fund Proposal
February 26, 2007

Submitted by: Christine CANO (Modern Languages and Literatures); John ORLOCK (Department of Theater and Dance)

Subject librarian: Arlene SIEVERS

We are requesting funds to create a small media collection in French classical theater. These filmed performances of celebrated plays by Corneille, Racine and Molière are intended for classroom use in both French literature and theater arts courses. Racine's tragedies and Molière's comedies, in particular, have long been staples of courses such as FRCH 320, FRCH 331, THTR 123 and THTR 229.

The plays were produced from 1997-2004 by France's most illustrious theater troupe, the Comédie Française (established 1680). With the exception of an English-language documentary on the death of Molière, these DVDs offer the most contemporary and authentic examples of seventeenth-century French theater available.

Budget

1) Corneille, Le Cid, Comédie Française DVD (1999) $40.26
2) Molière, L’École des femmes [The School for Wives], Comédie Française DVD (2001) $46.20
3) Molière, Le Malade imaginaire [The Imaginary Invalid], Comédie Française DVD (2004) $35.00
4) Molière, Les Précieuses ridicules [The Pretentious Young Ladies], Insight Media DVD (1997) $169.00
5) Molière, Tartuffe ou l'imposteur [Tartuffe], Comédie Française DVD (2001) $35.00
6) Racine, Phèdre, Comédie Française DVD (2004) $34.00
7) Documentary: Le Malade imaginaire, Insight Media DVD (1984) $159.00

Shipping, Insight Media (5%) $16.40

Shipping, Comédie Française store est. $26.00

$560.86
Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center — Faculty: Kathleen R. Rosen, MD, Faculty Director, Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center and Kathy Cole-Kelly, MSW, Professor of Family Medicine and Communications Specialist, Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center, Case Western Reserve University; Librarian: E. Gail Reese, Associate Director for Collections and Personnel, Kelvin Smith Library

Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Funds

Faculty: Kathleen R. Rosen, MD, Faculty Director, Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center and Kathy Cole-Kelly, MSW, Professor of Family Medicine and Communications Specialist, Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center, Case Western Reserve University; Librarian: E. Gail Reese, Associate Director for Collections and Personnel

Proposal:

This proposal is written to develop resources for the Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) community and its newly opened Mt. Sinai Skills and Simulation Center (MSSSC). Dedicated in May 2006, MSSSC is a state-of-the-art training facility that uses simulation education to allow health care professionals to practice clinical and communication skills in a controlled environment.

Simulation is the cornerstone for Mastery Learning, an education paradigm that uses technical and human simulation to re-create realistic scenarios that allow students to practice clinical and communication skills in a safe environment. Technical simulation exercises use full-size adult and infant manikin systems or partial task-trainers, like chest tube trainer, for practicing clinical skills. Human simulation employs standardized patients to role-play conducting an interview or a brief physical exam with students. Simulation education has shown to be an effective tool in the teaching of medicine and nursing. Allowing students to practice their skills is critical for improving patient safety and quality of care. As such, CWRU School of Medicine has adopted simulation exercises into their curriculum. Simulation exercises are also used for teaching skills in other disciplines as well, including dentistry and law.

Current library resources could be expanded to provide comprehensive and interdisciplinary materials on simulation. Books covering topics such as: simulation education theory, simulation techniques and methodologies, communication skills and standardized patient scenarios would also benefit the CWRU community as well as the trainers and trainees at MSSSC.

Budget

Total Requested Budget: $2,113.06

Itemized below

11. Domestic Violence Screening And Intervention In Medical And Mental Healthcare Settings (Springer Series on Family Violence) (Hardcover) by L. Kevin Hamberger, Mary Beth, M.D. Phelan Publisher: Springer Publishing Company (October 15, 2004) ISBN:
19. Problem-Based Learning Applied to Medical Education, by Howard S. Barrows (2000) 147 pages, paper bound. Publisher: PBLI. $25.00
26. Simulated patients (programmed patients): The development and use of a new technique in medical education, (Unknown Binding) by Howard S Barrows Publisher: Thomas (1971) ASIN: B0006CB2GI . Cost unknown
28. Simulated Psychiatric Profiles, by Donald C. Fidler, MD West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 1997, Health Sciences Consortium, Chapel Hill, NC). $400.00
31. Simulated USMLE Step 1 / Compass Medical Education Network (Ring-bound) by Compass (Author) $19.00
33. The ETHICS OSCE: Standardized Patient Scenarios for Teaching and Evaluating Bioethics (Author) Peter A. Singer, MD, MPH, FRCP, Centre for Bioethics, and Dept of Medicine University of Toronto (Author) Anja K. Robb, Department of Family and Community Medicine, University of Toronto. $75.00. NOTE: To obtain a paper version of this manual and the accompanying videotape, please send your request, with a cheque for (US), $75 (CDN) payable to: “University of Toronto - SPP” and mailed to: Diana Tabak, Standardized Patient Program, Centre for Research in Education 200 Elizabeth Street, 1 Eaton S., Room 565, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5G 2C4
34. Theory of Modeling and Simulation (Hardcover) by Bernard P. Zeigler (Author), Tag Gon Kim (Author), Herbert Praehofer (Author).
Music — Faculty: Dr. Peter Bennett, Professor, Music Department; Librarian: Stephen Toombs, Collection Manager, Music, Kulas Music Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal for 2007

Faculty: Dr. Peter Bennett, Professor, Music Department
Librarian: Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library

Facsimile Manuscript Scores of Works by J.S. Bach

Description of Project: The acquisition of all existing facsimiles of manuscript scores and select facsimiles of early prints of works by J.S. Bach which are not currently owned by Kulas Music Library. Facsimiles of score manuscripts (and early prints) are some of the most basic primary source material for the study of music of earlier periods. See accompanying bibliography for list of facsimiles to be ordered and their individual prices. All materials will be ordered from OMI, a vendor specializing in facsimiles of music.

Primary users: Case and CIM students who take Dr. Bennett’s Bach Seminar.

Secondary/Interdisciplinary users: Case and CIM students enrolled in other music history and performance practice courses which cover 17th and 18th century music. This body of material would also have potential applications in some SAGES seminars, in which students are introduced to the use of primary source materials in the study of music history.

Future of the project: Dr. Bennett’s Bach Seminar will be offered regularly in the future. Kulas Library buys many materials related to the study of J.S. Bach’s life and music and these facsimiles will compliment materials already in the collection.

Proposal request: $2,325.00

Bibliography of Bach Facsimiles from the OMI Facsimiles Catalog:

[Art of Fugue, BWV 1080] L’art de la fuge à 4 parties. Copie par A.P.F. Boëly en 1833 avec terminaison du dernier contrepoint inachevé. [Bibl. Municipale, Versailles]. Bourg-la-Reine, 2000. Oblong, 34 x 24 cm, vi, 75, i pp. Beautiful color reproduction of the 1833 autograph of Alexandre-Pierre-François Boëly (1785-1858), respected organist of St. Germain-l’Auxerrois from 1840 to 1851. Boëly’s exceptionally perfect version (possibly based on one of the Parisian editions—Vogt, Nadermann or Richault) reduces the four staves into two. Introduction (Fr-Eng) and errata list by Georges Guillard. Wrappers. $49 (more info... ) [item no.8390]


[Cantata 29] Wir danken Dir, Gott, wir danken dir (BWV 29). Ratswahlkantate. Faksimile nach dem Partiturautograph der Deutschen Staatsbibliothek Berlin, mit einem Kommentar von Hans-Joachim Schulze. [Mus. ms. aut. Bach P. 166]. Stuttgart, 1985. 25 x 37 cm, 7, 26 pp. 3-color halftone in original loose sheet format; includes a separate leaf with the text of the cantata as used in the Church of St. Nicolai. Blue linen folder. $65 [item no.29]


[Cantata 51] Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen (BWV 51). Faksimile nach dem Partiturautograph der Deutschen Staatsbibliothek Berlin mit einem Kommentar von Hans-Joachim Schulze. [Mus. ms. autogr. Bach P. 104]. Leipzig, 1988. 23 x 37 cm, vi, 20 pp. Halftone of the autograph score in its original bifolio format. Bach performed this cantata on February 7, 1723 on the occasion of his application for the cantorship at St. Thomas. Belongs to the composer’s chamber music style, developed during his time as director of the court orchestra of Anhalt-Köthen. Scored for solo soprano, trumpet, strings & continuo. The chorale (no. 4) is especially nice in the way the chorale tune is introduced by a violin duet. Introduction in Ger. Linen folder. $65 [item no.3465]


Chorale, 4-part, ms “Penzel”, no.213] Denket doch, ihr Menschenkinder. Vierstimmiges geistliches Lied. Erstausgabe herausgegeben


[Clavierbüchlein, for Wilhelm Friedemann Bach] Clavier-Büchlein vor Wilhelm Friedemann Bach. Edited in Facsimile with a Preface by Ralph Kirkpatrick. [Ms. Yale University]. New Haven, 1959. 21 x 19 cm, xv, 148 including 148 pp. Fine monochrome halftone. Contains 62 compositions, some of the earliest versions of Bach's best known keyboard works. Written for the composer's eldest son, the Büchlein is in both the hand of the master and his pupil. Hardbound with coverboards in vellum paper. $95 [item no.59]


Inventions & sinfonias, keyboard, BWV 772-801] XV inventions à 2 et XV sinfonies à 3 pour le clavecin. [Bibl. Musicale du Conservatoire National de Région, Toulouse]. Bourg-la-Reine, 2000. 24 x 34, iii, 35, ii pp. Beautiful color reproduction. Contemporary ms copy of German provenance (with the inventions and sinfonia paired by key on facing pages), in a careful and elegant hand, believed to date from c.1755. It was rediscovered in 1993 during a move of the Toulouse Conservatoire. Introduction in Fr-Eng and critical apparatus by Jean-Christophe Maillard. Wrappers. $39 (more info... ) [item no.8373]


Sonatas & partitas, violin, BWV 1001-1006] Sei solo a violino senza basso accompagnato, BWV 1001-1006. Faksimile nach der autographen Handschrift in der Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz. Mit einem Geleitwort von Julia Fischer herausgegeben und mit einer Einführung von Sven Hiemke. [Signatur ms. aut. Bach P. 967]. Meisterwerke der Musik im Faksimile, 8. Laaber, 2006. 21 x 33 cm, 19, 48 pp. New full-color facsimile, in the original format, of the autograph score prepared in 1720. One of the most beautiful and meticulous of all of Bach’s manuscripts, “Sei solo à violino senza basso accompagnato” are a delight for the scholar and performer alike. Bach clearly has taken performance from the autograph into consideration—by using comparatively large note heads, detailed articulation and phrasing marks, “custodes” that sit nearly throughout the manuscript at the end of each staff and anticipate the pitch at the beginning of the following staff, and by diligently planning the page layout with only few page turns, which are accompanied with the instruction “volti subito” (turn immediately). Bibliophile edition with commentary in Ger-Eng. Hardbound with blue paper boards and faux title etikett. $89 (more info... ) [item no.8624]
Music — Faculty: Dr. Daniel Goldmark, Professor, Music Department; Librarian: Stephen Toombs, Collection Manager, Music, Kulas Music Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal for 2007

Faculty: Dr. Daniel Goldmark, Professor, Music Department
Librarian: Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library

Microfilm Set of Billboard, 1894-1991

Description of Project: Billboard magazine is one of the most important and thorough periodical sources for documenting the business of music during the 20th century. The best known features of Billboard, the charts (“Hot 100 Singles”), account for about 5 per cent of the magazine’s content. The rest of the magazine is comprised of regular columns and departments, feature articles, and advertisements. Late nineteenth and early twentieth century issues document the music entertainment business in the broadest terms, the coverage including carnivals, street fairs, vaudeville and burlesque. With the advent of jukeboxes, Billboard began a record buying guide for owners of these machines. Live entertainment coverage was as broad as that of sound recordings and included: circus, films, skating rinks, piers, musical comedy, and rodeos. Sheet music sales were also documented. While broad musical genres were charted on a regular basis, the magazine also ran special topic charts (and issues) which help document the rise and development of new genres.

Primary users: Students in classes on popular music taught by Dr. Goldmark or Dr. Mary Davis (also Music). Students in the Music Department, American Studies program, or any Case faculty member with a research interest in popular music, America music in the 20th century, or American popular culture in the 20th century.

Secondary/Interdisciplinary users: Other local researchers with an interest in popular music, such as the staff at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. This body of material would also have potential application in any SAGES seminar in which students are introduced to the use of primary source materials in the study of popular music history or American popular culture.

Proposal request (full funding): $34,500.00 (1894-1991, 175 reels) or
Proposal request (partial funding): $10,000.00 (1894-1930, 56 reels) or
Proposal request (partial funding): $5,000.00 (1894-1919, 28 reels)
Purpose: The library's approval plan, because of limited funds, does not bring in as many current psychology books that are needed to support the teaching and research needs of the psychology department's faculty and students. The books on the attached list will improve the collection.

Total amount requested: $1838.00

Psychology list – 2007 library opportunity grant

Books

Affirmative Psychotherapy with Bisexual Women and Bisexual Men, Harrington Park Press. 2006 $46.00
Alzheimer's Disease: A Century of Scientific And Clinical Research, edited by George Perry, IOS Press. 2006 $150.00
Contracts in Counselling and Psychotherapy, Edited by Charlotte, Sills. 2d ed. Sage Publications, Inc., 2006 $35.00
Counselling for Eating Disorders. 2d ed. Sage Publications, Inc., 2005 $64.00
Counselling for Post-traumatic Stress Disorder, by Michael J. Scott. 3d ed. Sage Publications, Inc. 2006 $105.00
Counselling Individuals: a Rational-Emotive Behavioural Handbook. 4th ed. Taylor and Francis, Inc. 2004 $60.00
Defying Dementia: Understanding and Preventing Alzheimer's and Related Disorders, by Robert Levine. Praeger, 2006 $35.00
Do Justice and Let the Sky Fall: Elizabeth F. Loftus and Her Contributions to Science, Law, and Academic Freedom, edited by Maryanne Garry and Harlene Hayne. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2006 $90.00
Epidemiology of Drug Abuse. Springer Verlag, 2005 $60.00
Evolving Brain: the Mind and the Neural Control of Behavior, by C. H. Vanderwolf. Springer Verlag, 2007 $60.00
Forms of Intersubjectivity in Infant Research and Adult Treatment. W. W. Norton, 2005 $25.00
Freud, by Jonathan Lear. Taylor and Francis, Inc. 2005 $23.00
Genetic Counseling: a Psychological Approach, by Christine Evans. Cambridge University Press, 2006 $45.00
Handbook of Eyewitness Psychology: Volume II: Memory for People, edited by R. C. L. Lindsay and others, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2007 $220.00
Handbook of Homework Assignments in Psychotherapy: Research, Practice and Prevention, edited by Nikolaos Kazantzis and Luciano L.; Abate. Springer Verlag, 2007 $80.00
Impact Assessment of Neuroimaging: Final Report, By Baerbel Huesing and others. IOS Press, 2006 $96.00
Laws of Emotion, by Nico H. Frijda. Lawrence Erlbaum, 2007 $34.00
Maudsley Handbook of Practical Psychiatry, edited by David Goldberg and Robin Murray. 5th edition. Oxford University Press, 2006 $45.00
Psychoanalysis and the Time of Life, by Jan Campbell. Routledge, 2006 $36.00
Relationalness, Self-Definition and Mental Representation: Essays in Honor of Sidney J. Blatt. Taylor and Francis, Inc., 2005 $53.00
Remembering the Times of Our Lives: Memory in Infancy and Beyond. By Patricia J. Bauer. Lawrence Erlbaum, 2007 $45.00
Treating Chronic Depression With Disciplined Personal Involvement: Cognitive Behavioral Analysis System of Psychotherapy (CBASP), By James P. McCullough, Jr. Springer Verlag, 2006 $65.00
Religious Studies — Faculty: Peter Haas, Chair, Department of Religious Studies; Librarian: Sharon Gravius, MLS, Collection Management & Planning Coordinator, Religious Studies Librarian, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal for 2007
Kelvin Smith Library
Faculty: Peter Haas, Chair, Department of Religious Studies
Librarian: Sharon Gravius, MLS, Collection Management & Planning Coordinator, Religious Studies Librarian

Request for a Library Opportunity Grant to strengthen research capabilities for new teaching and research positions in Judaic Studies.

This request grows out of ongoing discussions with Siegal College of Jewish Studies to create some collaborative teaching and other activities. These discussions have now reached a critical stage and we fully expect Siegal College faculty to begin teaching Judaic Studies courses at Case on a regular basis beginning this Fall (2007). The purpose of this proposal is to acquire research materials so as to bolster holdings in these areas in general and more specifically to allow Siegal faculty to engage in research and publication in their areas of expertise. Our hope is that strengthening our library in these areas will allow us to integrate these new faculty members into the culture and work of a Research I university.

It is our expectation that two courses that will be regularly taught will be in American Jewish History and in Modern European Jewish History. These topics have not been taught on campus for the last decade or so at least, and so ongoing library acquisitions policies have allowed for only minimal support in these fields. While we hope to increase acquisitions in these two areas going forward, the immediate goal is to provide an operational base of primary documents and other resources that can support scholarly work in these areas. Acquiring such material will also allow for closer research collaboration with the Jewish Archives of the Western Reserve Historical Society.

Budget:
We are requesting a total of $2000 to acquire the monographs listed on the following pages. In addition we are requesting $900 to purchase the electronic subscription to Index to Jewish Periodicals, the cost of which will be covered by the religious studies library funds after the grant expires, as acknowledged by Sharon Gravius. The print subscription will be cancelled and the funds shifted to the electronic purchase for payment in future years.

Thank You,
Peter Haas and Sharon Gravius

Index to Jewish Periodicals. Electronic subscription. Retail cost is $951 for a FTE of 5600 according to Lisa Chapman at Ebsco. KSL is eligible for a discount through Ohionet.


Library Opportunity Grant Proposal for 2007
Kelvin Smith Library
Faculty: Peter Haas, Chair, Department of Religious Studies
Librarian: Sharon Gravius, MLS, Collection Management & Planning Coordinator, Religious Studies Librarian

The purpose of this grant is to allow the library to prevent major gaps from developing in field-defining areas.

This request follows a successful grant application several years ago that was used to fill in serious deficiencies in our collection that had developed during the 1990’s. It was the general feeling of the Department at the time the grant application was submitted that major developments in the field were barely reflected in our holdings. This was a problem for both teaching and research. The previous grant afforded us the opportunity to add some of the important books of the period to our collection and so to bring our collection up to some basic
minimal standard.

Our general sense now is that a similar gap is developing in the 2000’s, a time when the field is undergoing a significant generational change and is becoming increasingly important across disciplinary lines. We are particularly worried about a number of areas, including new scholarship on religions such as Islam and Hinduism, new methodological work on religion and culture, and studies of the evolution and role of religion in the post-modern world. Our intent, as before, is not so much to fill in specific areas as to insure that our library continues to hold the most important books that are shaping the field in general.

Budget: We are requesting $4000 to purchase monographs from the Blackwell approval plan forms notifications. The list can be submitted for review before purchasing, if desired.

Thank You,
Peter Haas and Sharon Gravius

Social and Behavioral Sciences — Librarian: Elsie Finley, Mark Eddy, Collection Managers, Kelvin Smith Library

LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT 2007: SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
By Elsie Finley and Mark Eddy, 2/27/07

PURPOSE: The Library's approval plan, because of limited funds, does not bring in as many current social and behavioral science books that are needed to support the teaching and research needs of the faculty and students. The books on the attached list will improve the collection.

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED: $2500

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES LIST - 2007 Library Opportunity Grant

America Alone, by Mark Steyn, National Book Network, 2006 $28.00
Ben-Gurion, Zionism and American Jewry, 1948-1963, by Ariel L. Feldstein, Routledge, 2006 $120.00
Birth of Black America, by Tim Hashaw, Carroll and Graf, 2007 $27.00
Children for the Union, by James Alan Marten, National Book Network, 2004 $26.00
Children in Colonial America, New York University Press, 2007 $22.00
Chinese Transnational Networks. Edited by Tan Chee-Beng, Routledge, 2007 $120.00
City of Laughter, by V. A. C. Gatrell, Walker and Co., 2006 $45.00
Einstein: His Life and Universe, by Walter Isaacson, Simon and Schuster, 2007 $30.00
Encyclopedia of Gerontology, 2nd ed., 2007 $500.00
Ghosts of Spain: Travels Through Spain and Its Silent Past, by Giles Tremlett, Walker & Co, 2006 $27.00
Global Capitalism: Its Fall and Rise In the Twentieth Century, by Jeffry A. Frieden, W. W. Norton, 2006 $30.00
Hatred of Democracy, by Jacques Ranciere, W. W. Norton, 2006 $24.00
Hitler's Beneficiaries: Plunder, Racial War, and the Nazi Welfare State., by Aly Goetz, Metropolitan Books, 2006 $32.00
Ho Chi Minh: A Biography, By Pierre Brocheux, Cambridge University Press, 2007 $35.00
House of Rain: Tracking a Vanished Civilization Across the American Southwest, by Craig Childs, Little Brown & Company, 2006 $25.00
In Pursuit of Liberty: Coming of Age in the American Revolution, By Emmy E. Werner, Praeger, 2006 $50.00
India, Pakistan and the Secret Jihad: the Covert War in Kashmir, 1947-2004, by Paveen Swami, Routledge, 2007 $120.00
Infidel, by Avaan Hirsi Ali, Free Press, 2007 $26.00
Iran: a People Interrupted, by Hamid Dabashi, New Press, 2007 $27.00
Iraq Crisis and World Order: Structural, Institutional and Normative Challenges, United Nations University Press, 2007 $49.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jamestown Project</td>
<td>Karen Ordahl Kupperman</td>
<td>Belknap Press</td>
<td>$30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledyard: In Search of the First American Explorer</td>
<td>Bill Gifford, Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life in Secrets: Vera Atkins and the Missing Agents of WWII</td>
<td>Sarah Helm, Nan A. Talese</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made for Each Other: Fashion and the Academy Awards</td>
<td>Bronwyn Cosgrave</td>
<td>Bloomsbury</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Apartheid: The Dark History Of Medical Experimentation on Black Americans From Colonial Times to the Present</td>
<td>Harriet A. Washington.</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920: The Year of the Six Presidents</td>
<td>David Pietrusza, Carroll and Graf</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothstein: The Live, Times and Murder of the Criminal Genius Who Fixed the 1919 World Series</td>
<td>David Pietrusza, Publishers Group West</td>
<td></td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Silence of the Rational Center: Why American Foreign Policy Is Failing</td>
<td>Stefan A. Halper</td>
<td>Basic Books</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Formation and Radical Democracy in India</td>
<td>Manali Desai, Taylor and Francis, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stealing Jesus: How Fundamentalism Betrays Christianity</td>
<td>Bruce Bawer</td>
<td>Crown Publishers</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling A. Brown's A Negro Looks At the South</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spymistress: The Secret Life of Vera Atkins</td>
<td>William Stevenson</td>
<td>Arcade Publications</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tet Offensive 1968: Turning Point In Vietnam</td>
<td>James R. Arnold, Praeger</td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tet Offensive: A Concise History</td>
<td>James H. Willbanks, Columbia University Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming Environmentalism: Warren County, PCBs and the Origins of Environmental Justice</td>
<td>Eileen Maura McGurty</td>
<td>Rutgers University Press</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal Politics In Iran: Rural Conflict and the New State, 1921-1941</td>
<td>Stephanie Cronin</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21st Century Dissent: Anarchism, Anti-Globalization and Environmentalism</td>
<td>Giorel Curran, Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td></td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typography and Graphic Design: From Antiquity to the Present</td>
<td>Roxane Jubert, Flammarion</td>
<td></td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the Bush Doctrine: Psychology and Strategy in an Age of Terrorism, edited</td>
<td>Stanly A. Renshon and Peter Suedfeld</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty: Einstein, Heisenberg, Bohr and the Struggle for the Soul of Science</td>
<td>David Lindley</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union 1812: The Americans Who fought The Second War of Independence</td>
<td>A. J. Langguth, Simon and Schuster</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility of Force: The Art of War in the Modern World</td>
<td>Rupert Smith, Knopf</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voices from Chernobyl: Chronicle of the Future</td>
<td>Svetlana Alexievich, Dalkey Archive Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War of Ideas: Jihad Against Democracy</td>
<td>Walid Phares, Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cascade: The Great Northern Railway Disaster and America's Deadliest Avalanche</td>
<td>Gary Kist, Henry Holt and Co.,</td>
<td></td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why Globalization Works</td>
<td>Martin Wolf</td>
<td>Yale University Press</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing on the Wall: Why We Must Embrace China as a Partner or Face It as an Enemy</td>
<td>Will Hutton, Simon and Schuster</td>
<td></td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sociology — Faculty: Brian Gran, Sociology Department; Librarian: Elsie Finley, Mark Eddy, and Karen Thornton, Collection Managers, Kelvin Smith Library**

Expanding the Library's Collection of Works on Children's Rights:
A Proposal to the Library Opportunity Fund
Brian Gran, Sociology Department

KSL subject librarians: Elsie Finley, Mark Eddy, and Karen Thornton. I have communicated with Elsie Finley and Mark Eddy because this project requests expansions to library collections in social and political theory and empirical research on rights, social policies, and young people. I have communicated with Karen Thornton because this project requests expansion to government documents, both historical and international.

Proposal Description: I propose to the Library Opportunity Fund (LOF) expansion to the library's holdings of children's and young people's rights works. An expansion to this area will benefit interdisciplinary research on rights, social policies, and children and young people.

Across the world, many national governments are developing and implementing rights of young people. Adopted in 1989, the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child provides that national governments will respect and enforce children's rights. Although the United States did not sign this Convention, young people's rights still dominate socio-political agendas and are sometimes viewed as conflicting with parents' rights. An example is a recent California proposal to ban corporal punishment of young children.

I request support from LOF to acquire three kinds of international and U.S. materials that will benefit scholarly research on young people's rights: theoretical, historical, and cultural. Theories of rights are critical to analyses of historical changes in conceptualizations and practices of rights that continue to conflict with contemporary values and beliefs about young people. Theoretical, historical, and contemporary materials will be necessary to (a) studying conceptualizations of young people's rights; (b) evaluating levels and kinds of rights; and (c) studying explanations of variation in rights. I want to acquire materials that will allow me to expand to other time points the Children's Rights Index (CRI), a measure of young people's rights for over 180 countries, which is believed to be a unique innovation. A long-term goal is establishment of a research center on young people's rights.

Budget

Requested amount: $1920.

Estimates are for acquisition of materials and postage costs of receiving materials.

Document costs: $1600 ((28 countries + 4 international centers) * $50)
Postage: $320 (28 countries + 4 international centers) * $10)

Breakout of expenses: I propose collection of theoretical, historical, and cultural materials from the United States and elsewhere. I believe KSL's collection on young people and their rights is top notch, but I ask to reserve funds to request overlooked and new materials. Acquisition of historical documents will benefit interdisciplinary research on young people's rights. As an example of historical documents, I want to pursue materials to study earlier treaties, such as the Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child, adopted by the League of Nations in 1924. I want to pursue documents from other countries, particularly “third world” countries where conferences are increasingly held to discuss circumstances of young people and their rights. In India, nonprofit organizations have sponsored conferences on children's rights, and the Tata Institute of Social Sciences has established a unit for child and youth research. Similar research institutes have been established in other countries. It is expected that the main costs will be acquisition of older materials and contemporary materials from other countries.

Historical documents: My objective is to collect international and national documents that deal with children's rights. Many international documents are electronically available; the University of Minnesota's Human Rights Library holds many. One goal is to acquire nation-specific legislation and studies, which are difficult to access. Another goal is to collect nation-specific documents and documents arising from studies and conferences leading up to earlier conventions, such as the Declaration of Rights of the Child and for the United States, the founding of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.

International documents: I want to collect documents from international research centers devoted to children's rights work. International Society of Childhood Indicators: I am presenting a paper and serving as discussant during their first annual conference in June, 2007. This conference will allow me to identify new theoretical and empirical research and expose me to new perspectives on children's rights. Save the Children: Save the Children administers an electronic research network called the Children's Rights Information Network (CRIN). CRIN is an important tool for contacting researchers about their work and to identify other important resources.

UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre: I have an association with this research center. I want to seek documentation about histories and implementations of these treaties: Declaration on the Rights of the Child; Convention on the Rights of the Child; Optional protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict; Optional protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography; and Declaration on Social and Legal Principles relating to the Protection and Welfare of Children, with Special Reference to Foster Placement and Adoption Nationally and Internationally. Other: Below I identify research centers from across the world. Occasionally representatives of these institutions meet at research conferences. I want to request papers arising from these conferences.

Country/regional documents: These research institutes publish different papers and books focusing on children's rights issues in their respective countries. A collection of materials from these countries would offer insights into various cultural perspectives of young people's rights and what are considered critical issues facing young people in each country and region.

Australia: Centre for Children and Young People, Southern Cross University Austria: Childhood and Youth Programme, European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research
Belgium: Children's Rights Centre, University of Ghent
Brazil: Center for Research on Childhood (CIESPI), Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro
Canada: Institute for Child Rights and Development, Center for Global Studies, University of Victoria
Chile: Centro de Estudios y Atención del Niño y la Mujer (CEANIM)
China: China Youth and Children Research Center
Colombia: CINDE The International Center for Education and Human Development
Costa Rica: Fundación PANIAMOR
England: Programme on International Rights of the Child, University of London
India: Tata Institute of Social Sciences
Ireland: Children's Research Centre, Trinity College Dublin
Jamaica: Caribbean Child Development Centre. School of Continuing Studies, University of The West Indies
Jordan: Information and Research Centre, King Hussain Foundation
Kenya: Department of Educational Psychology, Kenyatta University
Mexico: Centro de Documentación sobre Infancia, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana
New Zealand: Children's Issues Centre, University of Otago
Northern Ireland: Institute of Child Care Research, Queen's University
Norway: The Norwegian Centre for Child Research (NOSEB)
Palestine: Child Research Unit, Center for Development in Primary Health Care, Al Quds University
Scotland: Centre for the Child & Society, University of Glasgow
Senegal: Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA)
South Africa: Children's Institute, University of Cape Town
Spain: The Catalan Interdisciplinary Research Network on Children's Rights and Children's Quality of Life
Sri Lanka: The National Education Research and Evaluation Centre (NEREC), University of Colombo
Thailand: National Institute for Child & Family Development, Mahidol University
Uruguay: Instituto Interamericano del Niño
Venezuela: Centro de Investigaciones para la Infancia y la Familia (CENDIF)

Timeline: I will attempt to acquire these materials over the 2007 summer and 2007-2008 academic year. I am pursuing external funding for research on children's rights. With external support, I will pursue future acquisitions in support of my research on children's rights and fulfillment of the long-term objective of establishing a research center on young people's rights.

---

**Sociology — Librarian: Elsie Finley, Collection Manager, Sociology, Kelvin Smith Library**

**LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT – 2007: SOCIOLOGY**
Compiled by Elsie Finley, 2/27/07

**PURPOSE:** The Library's approval plan, because of limited funds, does not bring in as many current sociology books that are needed to support the teaching and research needs of the Sociology Department's faculty and students. The books on the attached list will improve the collection.

**TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED:** $2281

**SOCIOLOGY LIST – 2007 LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT**

**BOOKS**
- American Street Gangs, by Tim Delaney, Pearson Higher Education, 2006 $58.00
- Children and Television: a GlobalPerspective, by Dafna Lemish, Blackwell Publishing, 2007 $35.00
- Community Cohesion: A New Framework for Rrace and Diversity, Palgrave Macmillan, 2005 $75.00
A Constant Burden: The Reconstruction Of Family Life, by Margaret Voysey Paun, Ashgate publishing Company, 2006 $115.00
Countering Terrorism and WMD: Creating a Global Counter-Terrorism Network, edited by Peter Katona and others. Routledge, 2006 $36.00
Creating Child Friendly Cities: Reinstating Kids in the City, edited by Brendan Gleeson and Neil Sipe. Routledge, 2006 $135.00
Culture, Crisis an America's War on Terror, By Stuart Croft, Cambridge University Press, 2006 $30.00
Culture of Exception: Sociology Facing The Camp, by Buellent Diken and Carsten B. Lausten, Routledge, 2005 $40.00
Data Mining and Predictive Analysis: Intelligence Gathering and Crime Analysis, by Coleen McCue, Butterworth-Heinemann, 2007 $50.00
Dead Wrong: Violence, Vengeance and the Victims of Capital Punishment, by Richard A. Stack, Praeger, 2006 $50.00
Early Childhood Care and Education: International Perspectives, edited by Edward Melhuish and Konstantinos Petrogiannis, Routledge, 2006 $45.00
Deviant Behavior, by John a. Humphren, Pearson Education, 2006 $71.00
Encyclopedia of International Organize Crime, by Carlo DeVito, Facts on File, 2005 $75.00
Fortune's Formula, by William Poundstone, Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 2005 $27.00
Four Faces of Nuclear Terroris, by Charles D. Ferguson, Taylor and Francis, Inc, 2005 $28.00
Hate Handbook: Oppressors, Victims, and Fighters, By Martin Oppenheimer, Lexington Books, 2005 $23.00
In Search of Consistency: Ethics and Animals, By Lisa Kemmerer, Brill Academic, 2006 $99.00
Intelligence in an Insecure World, by Peter Gill and Mark Phythian, Polity Press, 2006 $27.00
Internet in China: Cyberspace and Civil Society, by Zixue Tai, Routledge, 2006 $95.00
Intersections Between Feminist and Queer Theory, edited by Diane Richardson and others, Palgrave Macmillan, 2006 $75.00
Laughing and Ridicule: Towards a Social Critique of Humor, by Michael Billig, Sage Publications, 2005 $35.00
Lessons of Nonviolence: Theory and Practice In a world of Conflict, by Tom H. Hastings, McFarland and Co., Inc., 2006 $40.00
Love's Rite: Same-sex Marriage in India and The West, by Ruth Vanita, Palgrave-Macmillan, 2005 $65.00
Making of Social Theory: Order, Reason, And Desire, by Anthony Thomon, Oxford University Press, 2006 $45.00
Multicultural Encounters, by Sanjay sharma, Palgrave Macmillan, 2006 $85.00
Parenting Experts: Their Advice, the Research and Getting It Right, by Jane L. Rankin, Praeger, 2005 $45.00
Priscilla, (White) Queen of the Desert: Queer Rights/Race Privilege, by Damien W. Riggs, Peter Lang, 2006 $26.00
Risk and Society, by David Denney, Sage Publications, 2005 $36.00
Sibling Identity and Relationships: Sisters And Brothers, by Rosalind Edwards, Routledge, 2006 $36.00
Unspeakable Love: Gay and Lesbian Life in the Middle East, by Brian Whitaker, University of California Press, 2006 $20.00
Virtually Obscene: the Case for an Uncensored Internet, by Amy e. White, McFarland and Co., Inc. 2006 $30.00
When Adoptions Go Wrong: Psychological and Legal Issues of Adoption Disruption, by Lita Linzer Schwartz, Haworth Press, 2006 $25.00
WSOM: Accountancy — Prof. Larry Parker, Associate Professor of Accountancy, Prof Julia Grant, Associate Professor of Accountancy and Associate Dean for Graduate Professional Programs; Catherine Wells, Business/Management

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal 2007
Faculty: Prof. Larry Parker, Associate Professor of Accountancy, Prof Julia Grant, Associate Professor of Accountancy and Associate Dean for Graduate Professional Programs
Librarian: Catherine Wells, Business/Management

Description and Purpose
This request is for funds to pay for the Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) Board Analyst Corporate Governance dataset. Dr. Julia Grant explains:

This was originally requested in fall of 2006 for an accounting doctoral student who is addressing questions about corporate governance issues, for which these data are essential. Several others are interested in this area, and it fits well with our faculty research, particularly in light of the journal founded and edited by Dr. Previts, Issues in Accounting Regulation. We hope to further our understanding of how corporate governance strengths and weaknesses are reflected by and/or influence financial reporting disclosures. The data from the proxy statements on board structure and committees, along with other details such as audit fees, are a rich source of potential information on these issues, and we hope that we can continue to use these data in our work. In particular, the original doctoral student is now at the proposal stage and continuing to work on related questions, and she and I have submitted a paper out of some of our early inquiries into these data.

The Corporate Library’s Board Analyst corporate governance historical datasets is made available through Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS). Weatherhead is a WRDS subscriber and receives access to several other databases through them. The Accounting Department planned to apply for a Library Opportunity Grant and then purchase the data. However an Accounting PhD student needed to begin her research during the fall term so the Department purchased it for her. We hope that the Library will be able to reimburse the department for this purchase. The Corporate Library offers annual historical data captures from Board Analyst for each proxy year beginning in 2001. They acquire, distill, and distribute extensive governance information on over 2,100 U.S. companies and over 38,000 directors. Board Analyst is the leading premium source of comprehensive objective corporate governance and compensation information, providing powerful online research and analytic tools to easily access and compile critical company information.

Annual datasets include proxy data captured through June 30th and released by July 31st. Information includes:

- Corporate Board Structure and Independence
- Director Positions and Committee Assignments
- Executive Compensation
- Director Compensation
- Audit Fees
- Corporate Ownership
- Takeover Defenses

Amount Requested
Board Analyst Dataset – One time cost of $5000

Respectfully Submitted:
Catherine Wells, Head of Reference, Kelvin Smith Library
Larry Parker, Associate Prof. of Accountancy
Julia Grant, Associate Prof. of Accountancy, Associate Dean

WSOM: Information Systems — Kalle Lyytinen, Iris R. Wolstein Professor, Information Systems; Catherine Wells, Head of Reference, Business Librarian; Student: Pankaj Nagpal, PhD student, Information Systems

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal 2007
Faculty: Kalle Lyytinen, Iris R. Wolstein Professor, Information Systems
Description and Purpose
In line with the increased use of outsourcing in IT and business services, there has been a surge in research on this complex phenomenon. Based on a number of sources, IT outsourcing is estimated to be billions yearly, and continues to grow. A growing portion of this is carried out internationally, and is commonly referred to as “offshoring”. We plan to conduct research on issues relating to firm strategy, and relate it to the use and extent of outsourcing. Through the use of financial information and/or surveys, we will explore the interactions between outsourcing actions/strategies and firm strategy.

The database needed for this research is called “ComputerWire IT Services Contracts Database” and is available from Datamonitor Inc. According to the vendor, the database “is the most comprehensive and up-to-date guide for contracts within the $750bn global IT services market. This online service tracks every new deal signed that covers IT consulting, application management, systems integration, IT outsourcing, network management, business process outsourcing (BPO) and offshore.” It includes tools such as downloadable files into Excel, and search facility. It includes vital details on outsourcing contracts such as the buyer, vendor, contract dates, contract size, and scope. The link to database website is below,

http://www.computerwire.com/services/info/?file=itsercondb

The database has a number of uses, across departments in the school of management. A number of researchers, such as faculty in economics, have interests in outsourcing, and could use the data once it is available. A PhD student, Pankaj Nagpal is currently working on a topic in this area and needs access to this database for one year. In support of this request Prof. Lyttinen states:

I am writing to on behalf of Pankaj Nagpal's ongoing thesis work on outsourcing. For his data analysis and collection he needs to rely on some available external databases which he has asked to obtain. I fully support his request. It is critical for him to finish in time his thesis work and to carry it out properly.

Amount Requested
Subscribe to ComputerWire IT Services Contracts Database for one year.
*Annual Subscription Cost - $9000

*Note: This is an annual subscription. An award of $9000 would buy access for one year. Prof Lyttinen understands that WSOM does not have the money to continue the subscription beyond one year. He believes that we would need it only for one year for the study which he is carrying out with Nagpal. He says if they need more data later that can be arranged separately.

WSOM — Detelina Marinova, Assistant Professor, Marketing; Catherine Wells, Head of Reference, Business Librarian

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal 2007
Librarian : Catherine Wells, Head of Reference, Business Librarian
Faculty: Detelina Marinova, Assistant Professor, Marketing

Description and Purpose
This proposal is requesting funds to purchase monographs for the Weatherhead School of Management

For the fiscal year 2006/2007 Weatherhead School of Management (WSOM) was allocated approximately $5000 to purchase monographs. For 2005/2006 we spent $26,783. This amount covered books received on our Approval Plan and direct purchases to support faculty research and teaching.

The five thousand dollars allocated for 2006/2007 is insufficient to even minimally support the work of the School. I have identified 96 books that were singled out by Choice Magazine during 2006. Choice stands as one benchmark to identify highly rated monographs recommended for academic library collections. Since books go out of print quickly and often cannot be obtained if they are not purchased within a year or
two of publication it is important that we be able to purchase these soon.

We must maintain a strong core collection to support undergraduate, graduate and MBA programs in addition to purchasing materials to support faculty research needs. In addition we must contribute our share to the overall strength of the OhioLink Central Collection. We cannot rely on borrowing from other schools to satisfy our student and faculty needs.

An allocation of $6921.78 would allow us to purchase the best business/management books as identified by Choice as well as some more expensive updated reference sets.

Amount Requested
$6921.78 to purchase 96 titles.

Respectfully Submitted:
Catherine Wells, Head of Reference, Kelvin Smith Library

Business/Management Choice List 2006. Total Cost: $6982.78

If the workers took a notion : the right to strike and American political development, I L R Press, 801489458, 2005

A corporate solution to global poverty : how multinationals can help the poor and invigorate their own legitimacy, Princeton University Press, 691122296, 2006

A guide to forensic accounting investigation, John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 471469076, 2006

A whole new mind : moving from the information age to the conceptual age, Riverhead Books, 1573223085, 2005

Advertising on trial : consumer activism and corporate public relations in the 1930s, University of Illinois Press, 252030591, 2006

“Advertising, promotion, and new media”, M E Sharpe, 765613166, 2004


"Applebee's America : how successful political, business and religious leaders connect with the new American community", Simon & Schuster, 743287185, 2006


“Brand rejuvenation : how to protect, strengthen and add value to your brand to prevent it from ageing / Jean-Marc Lehu.”, "Kogan Page Ltd, UK", 749445661, 2006

Brands & gaming : the computer gaming phenomenon and its impact on brands and business, Palgrave Macmillan, 1403998973, 2006

Business strategy in a semiglobal economy, M E Sharpe, 765613417, 2006


“Cheap : the real cost of the global trend for bargains, discounts & customer choice”, Kogan Page, 749445343, 2006


Clearings in the forest : on the study of leadership, Purdue University Press, 1557533814, 2006


Creating the marketing experience : new strategies for building relationships with your target market, Thomson South Western, 324205449, 2005


Demanding work : the paradox of job quality in the affluent economy, Princeton University Press, 691117128, 2006

Developing business ethics in China, Palgrave Macmillan, 1403972532, 2006

Electric sounds : technological change and the rise of corporate mass media / Steve J. Wurtzler., Columbia Univ Pr, 231136765, 2007


Encyclopedia of major marketing campaigns, Thomson Gale, 787673560, 2007

Ethics in public relations: a guide to best practice, Kogan Page / Stylus Publ, 074944276X, 2004

“Ethics, law, and business / William Arthur Wines.”, Lawrence Erlbaum, 805854959, 2006


Great minds in management: the process of theory development, Oxford University Press., 199276811, 2005

Guerrilla marketing research: marketing research techniques that can help any business make more money, Kogan Page, 749445742, 2006


How honesty pays: restoring integrity to the workplace, Praeger Publishing / Greenwood Publ Grp Inc, 275987876, 2005

Humor in advertising: a comprehensive analysis, M E Sharpe, 765616130, 2006

Japan remodeled: how government and industry are reforming Japanese capitalism, Cornell University Press, 801444497, 2006

“Keeping better company: corporate governance ten years on / Jonathan P. Charkham, with Helene Ploix.”, “Oxford U Pr, N Y”, 199243182, 2005


Making ecopreneurs: developing sustainable entrepreneurship, Ashgate, 075464491X, 2005

Managing diversity: toward a globally inclusive workplace, Sage Publications Inc, 761927735, 2005

Market opportunity analysis: text and cases, Best Business Books, 789024187, 2006


New product forecasting: an applied perspective, M E Sharpe, 765616092, 2006

On classical economics, Yale University Press, 300113161, 2006

Pioneers and plodders: the American entrepreneurial spirit, Fulcrum Publishing, 1555915183, 2004

Profit with honor: the new stage of market capitalism / Daniel Yankelovich., Yale U Pr, 300108583, 2006

Profits before people?: ethical standards and the marketing of prescription drugs, Indiana University Press, 253347483, 2006

Qualitative marketing research: a cultural approach, Sage Publications Ltd, 1412903807, 2006


Responsible leadership in business, Routledge / Taylor & Francis Inc, 041535580X, 2006

“Silos, politics & turf wars: a leadership fable about destroying the barriers that turn colleagues into competitors”, Jossey Bass Inc, 787976385, 2006

“Smoke & Mirrors, Inc.: accounting for capitalism / Nicolas Veron, Matthieu Aultret, & Alfred Galichon; translated by George Holoch.”, Cornell U Pr, 801444160, 2006

Solidarity for sale: how corruption destroyed the labor movement and undermined America's promise / Robert Fitch., PublicAffairs/Perseus Books Group, 189162072X, 2006
The 50-plus market : why the future is age neutral when it comes to marketing & branding strategies / Dick Stroud., “Kogan Page Ltd, UK”, 749442581, 2005
The advertised mind : groundbreaking insights into how our brains respond to advertising, Kogan Page, 749443669, 2005
“The aging workforce : realities, myths, and implications for organizations”, American Psychological Association, 1591473195, 2006
The box : how the shipping container made the world smaller and the world economy bigger, Princeton University Press, 691123241, 2006
The culturally customized web site : customizing web sites for the global marketplace, Butterworth Heinemann UK, 750678496, 2005
The encyclopedia of leadership : a practical guide to popular leadership theories and techniques, Sage Publications Inc, 076192597X, 2004
The eye for innovation : recognizing possibilities and managing the creative enterprise, Yale University Press, 030010877X, 2005
The market research toolbox : a concise guide for beginners, Sage Publications Ltd, 1412913187, 2006
The marketing research guide / Robert E. Stevens ... (et al.)., Best Business Bks/Haworth Press, 789024179, 2006
The new American workplace, Palgrave Macmillan, 1403969590, 2006
The new spirit of capitalism / Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello ; translated by Gregory Elliott., Verso/W W Norton, 1859845541, 2005
The origin of brands : discover the natural laws of product innovation and business survival, HarperCollins (US), 60570156, 2005
The pebble and the avalanche : how taking things apart creates revolutions, Berrett Koehler Publishers, 1576752941, 2005
“The perfect thing : how the iPod shuffles commerce, culture, and coolness / Steven Levy.”, Simon & Schuster, 743285220, 2006
“The undercut economist : exposing why the rich are rich, the poor are poor--and why you can never buy a decent used car! / Tim Harford.”, “Oxford U Pr, N Y”, 195189779, 2006
Top pay and performance : international and strategic approach, Butterworth Heinemann (US), 075065919X, 2005
Untapped : creating value in underserved markets, Berrett Koehler Publishers / Publishers Grp West, 1576753727, 2006
What happy companies know : how the new science of happiness can change your company for the better, Prentice Hall Inc, 131858572, 2006
Worker centers : organizing communities at the edge of the dream, Economic Policy Institute, 801444233, 2006
“Worker safety under siege : labor, capital, and the politics of workplace safety in a deregulated world", M E Sharpe, 765614480, 2006
Worker skills and job requirements : is there a mismatch?, Economic Policy Institute, 1932066160, 2005
WSOM — Prof. Gary Previts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies; Catherine Wells, Business/Management

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal 2007

Faculty: Prof. Gary Previts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Librarian: Catherine Wells, Business/Management

Feb. 21, 2007

Description and Purpose

We are requesting funds to purchase the ProQuest Historic Annual Reports database. This database contains the full text of annual reports from over 800 companies. Coverage begins in 1884. The initial purchase price is $17,000 with an annual maintenance fee of $1700. Since WSOM cancelled $50,000 of serials and databases for 2006/2007 we should be able to afford the annual fee.

Corporate annual reports of the past are a rich source of information for scholars in business, economics, and history, and offer invaluable information on companies, including financial performance, key officers, competitors, and market trends. There is an ongoing initiative at WSOM to build a business history collection focusing on post Civil War business development and the history and development of financial reporting. The acquisition of this collection will provide valuable historical and statistical data for all scholars working in this time period.

Faculty from the Economics, Accounting and Banking and Finance departments have major research interests in analyzing financial reporting from an historical aspect. Specifically Prof Previt’s would like to incorporate the use of this data in class assignments for a number of courses including Accounting 520, Advanced Accounting Theory and Management 395: History of Capital Markets. In the History Department History 217 History of Corporate America would benefit from this data.

Prof. Previts says:

The availability of the historical annual reports data base, which was pilot tested in my advanced accounting theory course this past fall (2006), has provided an important new research opportunity and expanded the scope of understanding available to students. Previously when a project involving financial reporting was undertaken the focus was limited to the present disclosures available at the company website or through the SEC. Now students can select from several years in the near and distant past to contract the scope and content of financial information provided to the public. The potential for this data base to support teaching as well as research in the evolution of financial reporting is clear.

On a broader scale any faculty in history, law and the social sciences who are interested in the history of business and industrialization in the United States will benefit as well. The rich data contained in this database is a potential seed bed for future graduate and faculty research projects. One current PhD candidate in Accounting has used the U.S. Steel annual reports from 1902 – 2002 as the basis for his work. (The digitization of these reports was made possible by a Library Opportunity Grant received in 2003).

Amount Requested

Proquest Historical Annual Reports Database - $17,000

Respectfully Submitted:
Catherine Wells, Head of Reference, Kelvin Smith Library
Gary Previts, Prof. Of Accountancy and Dean of Undergraduate Studies